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Maryam Mohammadi has been working with documentary and staged photography 
since her studies at Tehran Úniversity of Art and she presents her works not only in Iran,
but also all over Europe. Since 2009 she has been living and working in Graz in Austria, 
where she was awarded the city's Art Funds Prize. She has been a member of the 
International Women's Association of Graz since 2015. From 2010 Maryam Mohammadi 
study the Visual communication at the Faculty of Art and Design of the Jan Evangelista 
Purkyne  Úniversity in Ússtí n nad Labem and this exhibition is a part of her desertation 
project. 

In her artwork, Maryam Mohammadi focuses on the ways the social climate, religion, and
political situation influence women on a local as well as a global level. She is also 
interested in how such conditions define a woman's life and identity. She occasionally 
uses her own portrait as an object, illustrating the process of socialization of women in 
various social systems. 

Maryam Mohammadi's exhibition "In My Eyes" presents two photographic cycles. The 
work "This – is not – my ID!" thematizes consternation over one's own identity, which 
is often associated with the process of socialization of immigrants in new environment. 
The project evolved gradually, based on the author's own experience of integration into 
the Central European society. The photographic cycle demonstrates the examination, 
familiarization, and identification of new positions and situations within the adaptation 
to a certain socio-cultural background. By means of imitation, the project aims to 
introduce new social roles and capture cultural aspects of the given society. At the same 
time it points out an individual's desire to become integrated through dominant cultural 
visual aspects; to become a part of the crowd, similar to the rest. However, such attempts
often become rather an unintentional caricature of the majority and the effort to "fit in" 
has no effect. 

"Talisman" is a cycle of staged photographs, in which the author reflects a woman's role 
and position in a symbolic as well as semantic relationship to icons and sacred objects, 
which are attributed with the power to protect a human life. In most cultures, it is 
women who desire talismans and use them as symbolic patrons of happiness, health, 
wealth, and other aspects of our lives. The power of a talisman is thus predestined by 



tradition or religion, which differs greatly in various cultures. The greatest emphasis on 
its power is placed especially in cultures where religion or social order define not only 
an individual's social role, but also roles closely linked to personal life. In the depicted 
talismans, an object that needs to be protected suddenly encounters a subject that 
endeavours to provide protection.

Adéla Machová

The exhibition "Maryam Mohammadi – In My Eyes" also opens a new, second exhibition 
area of the House of Arts in Ússtí n nad Labem, which will serve for the presentation of 
young contemporary art and design. In the course of 2017, three individual exhibition 
projects will be displayed in Gallery 2 under the curatorship of Adenla Machovan, who is a 
PhD student of Visual Communication at the Faculty of Art and Design of Jan Evangelista 
Purkyne  Úniversity in Ússtí n nad Labem. 
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